GET CAUGHT READING Poster Order Form (Oct./Nov. 2023)
Many new posters; this is now a two-page form!

Please print clearly; we cut and tape this for the mailing label.

Your Name:

School/Library/Store Name:

Address:
City, State, Zip:

We ask that you pay $10 for our printing and postage costs, if your budget allows for this.

Make the check to Every Child a Reader. We’re a 501(c)(3) charity.
Please mail the order form (and check or cash) to:
Every Child a Reader, 54 West 39th Street, 14th Floor, NY, NY 10018
Learn more at EveryChildaReader.net

CIRCLE the posters you’d like to receive. Limit of 10 total. Posters are 8 ½” by 11”

NEW – February 2024!
Pizza & Taco – newest graphic novel character poster!
Alexene Farol Follmuth (author) Byron Graves (author)
Khoa Le (illustrator) Michell Wright Jumpp (public school librarian)
Sandor Ellix Katz (author and healthy food advocate)
Jacqueline Briggs Martin (author and healthy food advocate)
Daisy Rain Martin (public school teacher)
Rebecca Williford (disability right advocate)

WOMEN LEADING THE WAY
Leah Johnson (author, advocate) -NEW
Kaitlin Johnstone (literacy advocate)-NEW Maya Lê (children’s book advocate)-NEW
Katelyn Martens-Rodriguez (public librarian)-NEW
Erin Napier (HomeTown/HGTV)-NEW Jessamyn Stanley (author, advocate)-NEW
Rosey Alvaro Zalia Avant-garde Jordyn Cho
Rebecca Cohen & Seema Agera Vanessa Garcia Raya Kenney
Rina Madhani Danica McKellar Viniyanka Prasad & Suzie Q. Smith
Paula Young Shelton Mia Wenjen Erin Yun

…..continued…..
GRAPHIC NOVEL CHARACTERS (NEW):  Anzu, by Benson Shum  Crabgrass Drive, by Tauhid Bondia  Jo Jo Makoons, by Dawn Quigley  Big Nate, by Lincoln Pierce Curlfriends, by Sharee Miller  Phoebe and Marigold, by Dana Simpson Twin Cities, by Jose Pimienta  Noah Van Sciver (as himself)

NATIONAL AMBASSADORS OF YOUNG PEOPLE’S LITERATURE:
Jon Scieszka (reading the OED)  Jon Scieszka (in a silly hat)  Kate DiCamillo
Katherine Paterson  Jacqueline Woodson

COMMUNITY LEADERS
Calvin Crosby (bookseller, free speech advocate)-NEW
Manuela Soares (university professor)-NEW
Joon Lee (sportswriter)-NEW  Angela Medina (exec director, Jane Adams Peace Prize)-NEW
Micheal Anderson  Ninive Calegari  Raymond Codrington  Jovan Hansman
Roderick Jones  Malik & Miles  Vanessa Mitchell  Kanika Mobley

INDIGENOUS AUTHORS AND LEADERS:  Patricia Cutright  Michael Larter
Traci Sorell  Cleo & Heather Thompson  Brad Wagnon

BROWN BOOKSHELF FOUNDERS: Crystal Allen  Tameka Fryer Brown  Paula Chase
Gwendolyn Hooks  Kelly Starling Lyons  Olugbemisola Rhuday-Perkovich  Don Tate

MORE AUTHORS!  Julia Alvarez  Charlie Jane Anders  Kacen Callendar
Cozbi Cabrera  Sara Farizan  Neil Gaiman  Raj Haldar  Joanne Ho
Shani Mahiri King  Jackie Azúa Kramer  Irene Latham  Mercer Mayer
Raakhee Mirchandani  Nnedi Okorafor  Ashley Hope Perez
Anthony Poon  Casper tel Kuile  Duncan Tonatiuh  Charles Waters
Renée Watson  Lois-Ann Yamanaka  Allan Wolf

ATHLETES:  Sue Bird  Nathan Chen-NEW  Tim Duncan  George Foreman
Jeff Gordon  Becky Hammon  Laurie Hernandez  Alex Morgan
Shaq/Wade/Heat  Candace Wiggins  Kristi Yamaguchi-NEW

MUSIC/TV/MOVIES:  Mayim Bialek  Terry Crews-NEW  Gloria Estefan
Alicia Keys  Keira Knightly  LL Cool J  Queen Latifah  John Lithgow
Mary Louise-Parker  Diane Sawyer  Marlo Thomas

CHARACTERS:  Archie, Betty & Veronica  Clifford the Dog  Dinosaur Train  Donald Duck
Dora the Explorer  Doug Unplugged  Fone Bone  Henson Doozers  Henson Sisters
Horton  Layla  Olivia the Pig  Sid the Science Kid  Veggie Tales  Yoda